National Winner Rules
v. 20/07/2021

- The registration conditions and formalities apply as defined in the FIFe regulations.
- Only cats registered in the FBe pedigree database, belonging to one FBe members and shown
on the name of FBe members are eligible.
- Points are only awarded during FBe shows.
- The competition takes place per calendar year, that means from 01/01 to 31/12.
-In each category, a NW title is granted for
 open female (from 4 months to ∞)
 open male (from 4 months to ∞)
 neuter (from 4 months to ∞)
 house cat
The points obtained in the “kitten” and “junior” classes are taken into account.
A cat, registered as neuter on the last day of FBe show, participates only in the neuter NW of its
category. In this case, the points obtained in open cat are taken into account.
- Certificates obtained in classes 13a (novice), 13b (control), 13c (determination), class 15
(veterans) and class 16 (litters) are not taken into account.
- Points:
 Exc 1 in class 11 or 12, CAC, CAP:
2 points
 CACIB, CAPIB, CAGCIB, CAGPIB:
3 points
 CACS, CAPS, PH:
5 points
 Nom. BIS:
10 points
 BIS:
20 points
Only the highest result, per day of show, is awarded. This means that the points earned during an
show day are not accumulated.
- Each cat must obtain at least 15 points to participate in the competition.
- Each cat must obtain at least 1 certificate from a FIFe show where it has obtained a BIS (in this
case, certificates from foreign shows are taken into account).
- In the event of a tie, the ranking is as follows:
• The cat with the most BIS
• The cat with the most nom. BIS
• The cat with the highest title at the last FBe show in which he/she participated.
If there is still a tie at the end of this ranking, the FBe board may decide, on the basis of the advice
of the shows commission and the pedigree commission, to grant the 2 cats the title NW.
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